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Sanet Eigelaar is the perfect ingredient to a great Mother’s Month at Mykonos Casino  

 

Mother’s Month celebrations got underway with baking celebrity, Sanet Eigelaar, at Mykonos 

Casino. The imaginative baking maestro hosted her “Min Tot Heldin” food presentation for 100 

enthusiastic guests. The excited ladies packed the Black Pearl Restaurant on Wednesday 3 May.  

 

The former contestant on the reality baking competition, Koekedoor 2 on KykNET and owner of Cup 

of Cake coffee shop, had 90 minutes of the best baking tips and tricks prepared for guests. Sanet 

Eigelaar’s theme for the food demonstration, “Min Tot Heldin”, was inspired by the ability to create 

amazing things from nothing, using a simple baking tool such a muffin pan. Each guest also received 

a special cake box, with five scrumptious tasters, including black velvet cupcakes with cheese cake 

filling, banana muffins with butterscotch and other delicious baked eats. 

 

For Sanet, the muffin pan was more than just a baking tool, she feels that “the muffin pan can be 

used for many different recipes. It is the same with women, we are not just mothers, wives, friends, 

we have to delve deep to bring out creativeness and to have fun whilst cooking or baking. We all 

have those days when we feel like a rusted muffin pan, but we must believe in ourselves, to bring 

out the best we can be.” 

 

It is this attitude, passion and enthusiasm that made the Mother’s Month celebration all the more 

special. The food presentation was the perfect blend of inspiration, entertainment and heart and 

was a great baking experience for all guests in attendance. 

 

Natasha Brand, Marketing Manager at Mykonos Casino, says, “Mother’s Month is all about saluting 

and showing recognition to our moms, our heroes. At Mykonos Casino we pride ourselves on always 

bringing entertainment to the property that is not only fun, but also life-inspiring.” This was certainly 

one of those events!  

 

Visit www.mykonoscasino.co.za for more information on upcoming Mykonos events. 

http://www.mykonoscasino.co.za/

